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Faith & Inspiration

Change From Within and Thinking Out
Loud our New Monthly Columns.

Relationships 101

Your Online Spiritual Experience is
Here! Find Connection Despite
Separation!

Meet the Maestros

Get to Know the Team Behind the
Scenes, Those Faces Making the
Magic Happen at Our Innovative Hub!

Change from Within
A Monthly Column From HG Visakha Devi Dasi

“Just go for walks, live in peace, let change come quietly and invisibly on the
inside.” Thomas Merton, American Trappist monk, profound thinker and
prolific writer. As a bhakti practitioner, Merton’s advice resonates deeply with
me. Along with other bhakti practitioners, I follow daily regulative practices
(sadhana): I meditate (japa), read sacred texts (sravanam), sing (kirtanam), eat
sanctified foods (prasada), keep company with other bhakti students (sanga)
and do some service (seva) for the temple. Miracles are always possible, but
rather than expect miraculous results from my rather meagre efforts, the
process itself brings me joy – I’m happy doing what I do, and that itself is a
miracle, for what I do could appear repetitious and unexciting. But I strive for
lasting inner change, change that will permanently impact my consciousness,
and with it my lifestyle and attitude. I’m delighted that overall (there are bad
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days from time to time) I’m content and happy. What more could a person
want?
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Prabhupada
prayers

Real independence means complete faith in the mercy of
the Lord without dependence on the conditions of matter.
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Upcoming Courses!

This is an interactive course for
children based on the teachings
of the Srimad Bhagvatam, the sun
that rose when Lord Krsna left
this material world. The rays of
this brilliant sun give us life
lessons on how to live our lives
and build healthy relationships
with our parents, siblings,
teachers and friends. In the
Bhagavatam you will find
everything from how the
universe was created, Krsna’s
super-hero powers and the loving
prayers of little Prahlad. You will
find action filled adventures and
wonderful heart-warming stories
of the love that the people of
Vraja, Vrindavan, had for Krsna.
This course will help your child
get into the philosophy of the
Bhagavatam through a lively
study of these stories, through
music, drama, interactive puzzles
and quizzes.

The goal of Discovering Your
Resilience is to provide you with the
knowledge, strategies and tools that
can transform your attitudes and
emotions, helping you overcome life’s
difficulties. With some 50 years of
study behind him, Mahatma Das
promises to share insights that
personally helped him the most and
which benefited the thousands of
students he has taught in his
numerous workshops over the years.
This interactive workshop promises
you exercises and the small
adjustments you can make to bring
about transformational changes in
your consciousness and your life.
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One of the most iconic
personalities within the
Vedic pantheon. Lord
Siva is instantly
recognisable with his
ash-covered, snake
wearing ascetic
appearance. His form is
ubiquitous in ancient
Vedic temples,
alternative new-age
shops and museums
and galleries all over the
world.In this course his
beautiful character will
be looked at in depth
with references from
the great saints and
sages in the Krishna
conscious tradition.

Pandav Sena Event!
Understand the Essence of Relationships
with Bhuta Bhavana Das - A leadership
and motivational consultant with a masters
degree in politics and philosophy from
LSE, sharing his secrets about building
deep meaningful relationships. This past
year we've learnt to find connection
despite separation. We've counted on each
other when we couldn't count on anything
else! Now we're giving you the opportunity
to learn how to make these relationships
last a lifetime!
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Davidand
On Turning Challenges into Opportunity

Goliath
By Bhakta David

I recently heard a Sannyasi ask the question if a
glass is filled half way with water, how full or empty
is that glass. Naturally my response would be that
the glass is half full, this seemed a positive answer.
However what this Sannyasi had to say really
showed me what our attitude can be if we develop
faith is Krishna. He said that even if there is no
water in the glass it will always be full because of the
air. This glass analogy helps me to realize that
whatever happiness and distress we have in our lives
Krishna’s mercy is behind it. The way we can
tolerate every circumstance is by realizing
everything as Krishna’s mercy as said in the
Gita,"matra-sparsas tu kaunteya," O son of Kunti, the
nonpermanent appearance of happiness and
distress, and their disappearance in due course, are
like the appearance and disappearance of winter
and summer seasons. They arise from sense
perception, O scion of Bharata, and one must learn
to tolerate them without being disturbed. And like
Queen Kunti I believe we should be grateful for
whatever situation arises in our day to day lives.
can learn to rely on him more. Krishna wants us to

awaken to something much more sublime then the

happiness and distress of sense perception,
which is his boundless love.
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Krishna purposefully gives us challenges so that we
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meet the

The Faces of Bhakti

Maestros
Mohan
I serve as a design consultant for the School of

Bhakti. This involves coordinating with all streams
of School of Bhakti in terms of their visual look.
Ensuring it remains high standard, fresh and cutting
edge. I create posters for social media, website and
exhibition material. Otherwise I’m also involved in
producing events, retreats with School of Bhakti
Community in order to ensure students remain
cultivated and inspired on their spiritual path. I
decided to volunteer with School of Bhakti because

&Madan

just as someone helped me in my Bhakti journey. I
became inspired to give back through service to
others.

Serving at the School of Bhakti is the best thing that

happened to me in 2020. Whether brainstorming on

topics for the next Illuminate, planning future online
courses or editing essays in The Bhagavatam Project,
it’s been absolutely wonderful serving with such lovely
devotee friends - their enthusiasm inspires me to serve
even more and learn new knowledge and skills that
helps me in my spiritual journey and stay calm and
grounded in these uncertain times. I strongly urge you
to volunteer as per your capacity, interests and/or
expertise and experience the joy of seva in the new
year. Hare Krishna!
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I guess we’re all trying to experience a
deeper happiness beyond what society is
telling us. But you’ll need FAITH! Often
said with a smirk. Dismissed in the name
of reason and rationality. No more
succumbing to inferior sentimentality
and that crutch called ‘faith’! Seems to be
the narrative these days but then
providence butts in making us revaluate
our reasoning and review the place of
faith in our lives. I’m not just talking
about religionists. From the man putting
his faith and throat at the mercy of the
barber’s razor, to the scientist putting
faith in his theories. It pervades our
consciousness more deeply than we
imagine. Then there are the big
numbers in life that really make us dig

By Niskinchana Caitainya Das

deep. Pandemics, political uncertainty,
war, the vagaries of our own mind etc.
Our innate faith in something higher
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kicks in more than our intellectualizing.
Ancient scriptures say it’s the first step
towards self-realization. Yes, knowledge
and understanding will come, but faith
is the prerequisite. So where do we put
our faith? The Bhagavad Gita indicates
we put our faith in Krishna, the divine
consciousness, beyond the material
limitations of this world. Paradoxically,
by connecting with Krishna, he makes us
play this game called life more
effectively. Even if you’re still in the
maze, now you ‘ve got a bird’s eye view
of yourself in the maze. You don’t get
frazzled by what life throws at you,
you’re too busy smiling about something
deeper. My humble opinion; Speak to
Krishna, ask him to strengthen your
faith, the rest will follow.
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COURSE OFFERINGS IN FEB 2021
Manjari Yoga with Kishori Yogini
4th Feb Onwards

Demigod Series -Lord Siva
13th Feb - 6th Mar

Discovering Your Resilience
14th Feb - 21st Feb

Bhagavatam Adventures for Children

£8/session
£50/month
£40

£20

£5

17th Feb

Gita Life
28th Feb - 2nd May

Bhakti Sastri
31 Jan 2021 - 22 Mar 2022

£80
£275
£500 couple

many more courses on our
website schoolofbhakti.com
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the Magic

IN PHOTOS

at the Manor

“Think of all the
beauty still left
around you and
be happy.”

Anne Frank
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the Magic

IN PHOTOS

at the Manor

“Keep your face to the
sun and you will never
see the shadows.”―
Helen Keller
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the Magic

IN PHOTOS

at the Manor

"When you have faith in God, you don't have to worry about
the future. You just know it's all in His hands. You just go to
and do your best." - Elder Bryan Mathison
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Thinking

Inspiration From The Inspired

Out

LOUD

By Sutapa Das
Faith means unflinching trust in something
sublime. (BG 2.41 Purport). Faith is, without
doubt, the most beautiful, extraordinary and
empowering quality in existence! Without it,
the world would be dull, dull, dull – life
would be restricted to the boundaries of our
own logic and rationale. Pretty limited
indeed. People say faith doesn’t make sense,
but that’s exactly why it makes miracles.
Someone believed there was something
beyond “the odds.” Someone knew there was
a power and inspiration more profound than
his own. Someone had the humility and
wisdom to tap into a higher source of
strength. Time and time again, we see how
faith opens doors to the unknown.

schoolofbhakti.com
Search. Subscribe. Share.
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